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In October 2013 were monitored websites on the placement of information on the safety 

of human rights defenders in Kazakhstan. 

 

Human Rights Defenders 

 

Esenbek Ukteshbayev,  Kyzdygoy Azharkulova and members of NGO "give flats to 

people" 

02.10.2013 in Astana arrested two activists of the movement "give flats to people" - 

Yesenbek Ukteshbaev and Kyzdygoy Azharkulova that on the eve with dozens "clients that 

received mortgagee" which   tried to pass to the Akorda. The administrative court of Astana took 

away a decision about the arrest of Ukteshbayev on a 15 days and arrest of Azharkulova on three 

days  for realization of unauthorized action. In the Office of Administrative Court Azattyq 

reported that three other participants of the "mortgage holders" are fined
1
.  

02/10/2013 On Tuesday, a large group of clients that received mortgagee social 

movement "give flats to people!"  are arrived to the capital. As we already told to the readers 

their aim - a personal meeting with President Nursultan Nazarbayev.  

In the second half of day, nearer to the evening, OPON troops reinforcements arrived. 

Ипотечников twisted up, jostled in busses and drove in the different РОВД of the city. E. 

Ukteshbayev said that he along with the rest was delivered in Almaty district department. He 

also said that the detention was tough enough, and some clients that received mortgagee needed 

medical aid. The "ambulance" was caused to them. 

- Someone has high blood pressure, - he said. - Were recorded injuries. One of the 

participants had a broken arm, for  the second woman - a crack in the bone. They were sent to 

the hospital. 

Unfortunately, to know further details we did not succeed. From detained Ukteshbayev 

demanded to stop telephone conversation
2
. 

10/19/2013 of Mukhtar Tayzhan through FB said: 

"E. Ukteshbaev starving 12th day in Astana. 10 of them during his arrest. After 18 days 

goes on hunger strike. Requires problem solving mortgage holders. He will be joined another 

group ОНЖ in Almaty. Esen in Astana, and apartment needs him for starvation. Threw more 

than 15 kg of weight. 

Yesenbek was arrested for a desire to meet with a president, that, finally, to work out the 

problems of mortgage holders. Yesenbek requirement: decision of problems of mortgage 

holders, that can lose only accommodation and to remain outside from insatiable bankers.  

After 18 days, he goes on a dry hunger strike. The same is death
3
". 

 

Vadim Kuramshin 

4.10.2013. After the meeting with prisoner  a human right defender Vadim Kuramshin 

and his advocate Raziya Nurmasheva reported to Azamattyk that he firmly decided to declare 

starvation, if public prosecutors in third times will leave his request without consideration. 

- This time Kuramshin asks them to write a concrete answer as required by law, studying 

material cases. He wants to get specific procedural decision on his complaint. If a general 

prosecution doesn’t give a right answer, then from fifth November he calls a hunger strike.  We 
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hope that to November, 5 they will give an answer. In any case in the month they must answer - 

says R. Nurmasheva to Azattyq. 

This summer, according to the advocate, MEPs want to meet with V. Kuramshin and sent 

a request in this regard. But they were told that "the request will be considered within a month," 

and  in the end they couldn’t see him.  

R. Nurmasheva also says that, in addition for the past two weeks Kuramshin could not get 

letters. 

- His mood is normal. He wanted to be transferred to a prison with the same treatment 

under the Astana, but the opportunity was not given, - she says.
4
 

 

Evgeny Zhovtis 

21.10.2013. Yevgeny Zhovtis one of those who also believes that his email was hacked. 

According to him, on October 20, entered his mail a suspicious file on behalf of a friend, Kyrgyz 

human rights defender, but he did not open and immediately deleted it. 

- After it from my address a spy virus began to act all my acquaintances. I don’t carry on 

business, so don’t think that is an internet scam.  This is directly related to my professional 

activity. However I don’t know, who and for what did it, - Zhovtis says. 

Zhovtis account on Facebook and his email was also hacked in spring of this year.  

Human rights defender  informed that, despite their recovery, all information disappeared. The 

specialists of the Kazakhstan bureau on human rights found out,  that then Zhovtis’s mail was 

hacked by hacker located in Nigeria.
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Yermek  Narymbaev 

02.10.2013 The Administrative Court of Almaty today ruled to fine civil activist Ermek 

Narymbaev on charges of organizing an unsanctioned meeting. It was ordered to pay more than 

86 thousand tenge (over $ 550).  Narymbaev  declared in a court, that was not the organizer of 

action of protest. According to him, he took part in handing of petition to the representatives of 

the UN in connection with the start rocket-carrier "Proton-m " of September, 30
6
. 

24.10.2013 In Almaty the unknown burned out the car of public defender of borrowers of 

banks  Narymbaev.   

―They set fire to my car Nissan Terrano in the yard. A salon burned out, motor part had 

burned out, all glasses are broken by firemen, to snuff out a fire. I have regular insurance, like, 

it's just in case of an accident, but I still analyze, the insurance was in the glove compartment and 

partially burned.  The car’s cost about 5-6 thousand dollars, "- said E.Narymbaev to KazTAG on 

Thursday. 

According  to Y.Narymbaev the cause of the fire was arson. 

"Burned down the left wheel, which shows where the fire started. The guard of nearby 

hotel said that it is an arson. Rubber burns hard enough, apparently, it poured and set on fire. At 

3.30 three young guys were noticed when they escaped from the yard. When the wheel is 

completely burned, and the fire spread to the motor part, neighbors noticed the fire and called the 

fire department. I was awakened in 4.30 morning", - he explained. 

Narymbaev declared that can’t to blame anyone with arson, and he didn’t get threats 

before it. 

"I can’t directly accuse anyone. I haven’t conflicts with anyone, only work with 

borrowers against the hidden percents of banks. I work transparently, on Facebook every step, 

every breath voicing, so useless for me to call, "- he explained. 

Nevertheless, E.Narymbaev said that he feared for the safety of his family members. 
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―Now there is an active gathering of information about me and my family, about this 

report’s different sources to me, and I wouldn’t to draw my family into dirty methods of 

struggle, and conversation should be on civilized level by arguments‖ – he added
7
 

29.10.2013  After the press conference of Y. Narymbaev, Zhomart Yertayev admitted 

that he knowingly didn’t pay enough attention to the wronged borrower and didn’t defend 

himself. A banker declared about filing action about defence of honour and dignity.
8
 

 

RELIGIOUS FIGURES 

Father Sophronius 

04.10.2013 A strange document  was appeared on the web-site of the Supreme court, that 

father Sophronius, the missionary with the Russian passport, deported from Kazakhstan. But a 

regional court accepted a straight opposite decision in that day. In the resonant case of 

deportation of father Sophronius (in the world - Peter Evtiheev, a Russian citizen) for the last 

two days had been two high-profile events. The second event is full of mysticism. 

02.10.2013 the appeal board of the Almaty regional court decided not to deport father of 

Sophronia Kazakhstan. 

 However on other day 03.10.2013 the supporters of father Sophronius and mass-media 

were agitated by appearance on the web-site of the Supreme court of decision, according to that 

father Sophronius, vice versa, is subject to deportation from Kazakhstan. Azattyk correspondent 

tried to understand this strange event.
9
 

As is generally known, father Sophronius manages child's shelter of " Radonezh", located 

on territory of Ili district. More than hundred guys live in establishment. The organs of 

guardianship and patronage of district not once accused him of beating of the ward. Indeed, for 

laying an action evidences were not always enough. Also he was put on a trial for violations of 

tax law and sanitary norms.
10

 

 

 

Vyacheslav Lee 

7.10.2013 A protestant pastor Вячеслава Ли, justly living in Kazakhstan eight years, was 

deported for the feasance of eight administrative crimes.  

Е. Zhovtis said to organization of Forum 18, that administrative crimes were "used as a 

pretext for turning out of pastor from a country", and that it is "violation of principle of 

proportionality of punishment and guilt". 

In opinion of V. Lee’s wife Bota, the legal founding for deportation was "used 

professionally. They do not want to show that it happened from his religious activity". 

From eight administrative crimes imputed to the pastor, four related to violation of rules 

of travelling motion, two - with un advising of Kazakhstan authorities about the journeys for a 

border, and one - with the sphere of taxation. He was also fined as a leader of church on violation 

of fire safety rules. In all cases he paid a fine and did not give on an appeal. In opinion of Evgeny 

Zhovtis, it is "typical religious business", and if deported all, having fines for violation of rules 

of travelling motion, "foreigners practically would not remain".
11

 

 

 

Pastor Kashkumbaev 

9.10.2013 On Monday, 07.10.2013 in the court of the Almaty district Astana city a 

decision about the extension of time of arrest was examined. Toward six o'clock the  judge 
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Bayahmetov ruled - to release the pastor of the Presbyterian Church "Grace" Bahytzhana 

Kashkumbaeva due to poor health , change the measure of restraint on house arrest. Three years 

back Kashkumbayev  carried a heart attack, for him phlebeurysm, and he needs hospitalization. 

- The court's decision is subject to immediate execution. But he wasn't released , because 

the working day is over , and prison workers , who had to issue the relevant documents have not 

been in the workplace - said Kashkumbaev’s lawyer Nurlan Beisekeev .  

According to an advocate, another very important moment consists in that a new criminal 

case for extremism follows from previous, about a damnification to the health. 

On Monday was examined a question about the extension of time of arrest in connection 

with setting of judicial psychological and philological examination, and that it is only appointed, 

and yesterday the prepared conclusion is present already, on the basis of that a new criminal case 

is excited. 

- On Monday, addressed the issue of the extension of his arrest in connection with the 

appointment of judicial psychological and philological examination , and that she had just 

appointed , and yesterday there is a ready-made conclusion , based on which a new criminal case 

. I regard this as misleading as the supervisory authority and the judiciary - said Nurlan 

Amanzholovich . - Moreover, the investigation has not acquainted us with the decision to extend 

the detention , although they were obliged to . Thus deprived us of the right to appeal . I urgently 

summoned to court . 

After analyzing the events , the lawyer came to the conclusion that the court , to release 

from arrest Kashkumbaeva was aware of a new criminal case. 

- I guess the whole system was aware of the fact that today happen. It was a performance 

to create the appearance that the country respects human rights - suggests N. Beisekeev and 

again trying to draw attention to the current situation around the pastor . - My client requires 

medical assistance. According to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, lack of 

medical care amounted to torture . Provision of medical care in the walls of the insulator is not 

possible.
 12

 

11. 10.2013 , the pastor brought a new charge, this time in extremist activity , and 

arrested one month. A warrant of arrest issued by a judge of the district court number 2 Almaty 

district of Astana Nurlan Bayahmetov evening October 10. 

According to the lawyer pastor Nurbayeva Riza , a criminal case against B. 

Kashkumbaeva filed under Article 233-1 , part 2 - "Propaganda of terrorism or extremism ." 

Tuesday, October 7, the judge N. Bayahmetov be ordered to change the preventive 

measure pastor from detention to house arrest with the wording " for health reasons ". However, 

home pastor and did not hit - B. Kashkumbaeva arrested Oct. 8 at the exit from the detention 

center .
13

 

16.10.2013 , the Pastor taken into custody immediately after his release from jail on new 

charges of promoting extremism . The essence of this case remains unclear . 

New twist in Astana pastor , who was taken into custody 08/10/2013 in the first minutes 

of the long-awaited release, shocked defenders. The decision on the arrest of 10.10.2013 of this 

year, states that B. Kashkumbaev accused of committing a crime under Article 233-1 part 2 of 

the Criminal Code . " It belongs to the category of serious and carries a high degree of public 

danger ." 

" The basis of the charges Kashkumbaeva BK expert opinion put number 5225 from 

27.09.2013 , under which activities in the PO "Grace" has a propaganda of extremism . "
14

 

21.10.2013 , the pastor left under arrest. Monday 21.10.2013 Astana City Court 

dismissed the complaint N. Beysekeev .
15
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25.10.2013 , the "I have to the same dramatic complication of chronic otitis occurred and 

legs ached as well as continue to hurt from edema , apparently, from the patient's heart " - writes 

Kashkumbaev . 

If earlier the pastor asked to release him under house arrest , now asks , if not transferred 

from one chamber to another . According to him, from October 10, it is in the so-called 

quarantine , and he was transferred from cell to cell , while not allowed to take with them their 

personal effects , and even medicine. "They know that I'm sick , but , nevertheless , bring me 

suffering," - says the pastor . 

Medical examination and treatment , which he requests that during the month , while only 

consisted in conducting electrocardiograms, the results of which he did not show . 

Besides B. Kashkumbaev complains that can not eat prison food , by whom he had a 

stomach ache . Powered pastor that he will bring relatives . 

Lawyer N. Beisekeev believes that the pastor has the right to health and the definition of 

the previous trial under house arrest rather than in prison. He tried to appeal rearrest pastor the 

new criminal case " of extremist propaganda ," but 21.10.2013 Astana City Court dismissed the 

lawyer. 

- It seems that everyone is waiting for that something happened to him . Investigator to 

him after his arrest never came . With any expert opinion , in particular, in connection with 

which filed a new lawsuit , never introduced , thereby depriving him of the right to defense . 

According to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights , described in letters 

Kashkumbaeva recognizes torture , - said N. Beisekeev .
16

 

Release from arrest Kashkumbaeva pastor urged the U.S. Commission on International 

Religious Freedom . American organization stated that the case Kashkumbaeva coupled with two 

years ago adopted a restrictive law on religious activities have damaged the international image 

of Kazakhstan, substantially limit the rights of many citizens of Kazakhstan to freedom of 

religion .
17

 

Missionarius 

For illegal conduct missionary activities to administrative proceedings were brought 

against 26 people in Kazakhstan in 2012 , said Tuesday the deputy chairman of Agency for 

Religious Affairs of the Republic Marat Azilhanov . 

According to him, in October this year in Kazakhstan has 407 missionaries. 

"Unfortunately, there are cases when the missionaries , without going through registration 

, trying to spread their faith among citizens, that is , do not follow the rules of law . On specific 

individuals need to take administrative measures "- said Azilhanov on meeting with deputies of 

the Senate (upper house of parliament) . 

According to him , Kazakhstan is now quite clearly regulated missionary activity . 

Fleshed out and approved procedures for the entry and stay of foreign missionaries in 

Kazakhstan . 

"To date, engage in missionary activity can only those who received the appropriate 

certificate , and on that site , which is listed on the certificate ," - said Azilhanov . 

In Kazakhstan in 2012 was re-registered religious communities , which resulted in their 

number was reduced by 32 % (from 4551 to 3088 religious association ) . Currently in the 

country there are 17 denominations. Islam in Kazakhstan is the Spiritual Administration of 

Muslims and the Islamic faith preaches Sunni . Orthodoxy represented the Orthodox Church of 

Kazakhstan, within the field of Orthodox began to operate under the new law the Armenian 

Apostolic Church and eight Old Believer churches. Also operate in Kazakhstan 79 subjects of 

the Roman Catholic Church, completed registration four Jewish communities and two Buddhist 

associations. Of the earlier of 666 Protestant religious organizations to re-register 462, or 69 % , 

the rest will go to liquidation. Not filed for re most of unconventional associations. Of the 48 
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non-traditional organizations 16 registered associations , the remaining 32 will be eliminated in 

the courts on the treatment of the Ministry of Justice .
18

 

 

 

Community worker’s  

Members of the group "Antigeptil" 

According to the statement of Azattyk of Halyk alliance initiators the Astana 

administrative court warned and fined the participants protesting the launching of the Russian 

―Proton‖ which took place on September 30 at 22.00 

One of the heads of alliance B.Blyalov stated that ten participants were accused of 

violation of  article 373 concerning peaceful processions and demonstrations and five more 

participants were warned. The court administration didn’t let the Azattyk corepondence to take 

part in the trial and they refused to comment this fact.  

Bolatbek Blyalov was find  for 15 MCI (26 000 tenge), Askhat Rahimzhanov – 3 MCI, 

Seric Bolatbek – 3 MCI, Alibi Rymhanov – 1 MCI. 

And then all the alliance members were released
19

 

10.02.2013  Nurlan Zhabayev reported through Facebook: 

Today handing of letter passed with signatures against the use of rockets on a heptyl fuel. 

Ten activists of "national alliance" on a city Astana were dressed in brightly yellow chemical 

clothing and gas-masks. Friends we did not succeed to hand letters, us 10th took away in Yesyl 

police station. 

 A court took place, 5 members were got by warning, 1 member - 15 MCI, 3 members for 

3 MCI, 1 member - 1 MCI".
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Raihan Amirbekova 

In Almaty today the group of pensioners wanted to pass the 128th on an account address 

to country's leader Nursultan Nazarbayev. However the guards of order allowed to pass them to 

his residence. Then old women decided to obtain meeting with akim of city Akhmetzhan 

Esimov. One of activists was detained in the total. 

An address to the president touches high tariffs on building services. Pensioners want an 

answer from Nazarbayev, how really all communal sphere belongs to his family, as ex-akim of 

Almaty Victor Hrapunov declared in the interview. And if it really so, the signers of appeal 

require to stop to smother people high tariffs. 

This already 128th on an account appeal. The previous appeal of pensioner it was wanted 

to pass on May, 30. However standing about three hours under the gate of residence, send away 

with anything, because to them nobody went out. 

For this time an attempt to pass an appeal made off detention of activist - 64-years-old 

Raihan Amirbekova.
21

 

Activist of motion of Almaty pensioners Amirbekova 4.10.2013 attracted to 

administrative responsibility and sentenced to the fine in 87 thousand tenge (approximately 570 

dollars). A few hours to it she was detained in the lobby of municipal administration, when 

required to allow her and a few her supporters on a reception to akim of Almaty city 

Akhmetzhan Esimovs, to discuss the problem of rising in price of building services and poverty 

of pensioners.   

- With the court ruling I do not agree, for me it is not and possibilities to pay a fine. But 

they will retain from my pension. My pension exceeds 29 thousand tenge hardly. I am punished 

for that asked a reception from a president and akims, - 64-years-old Amirbekova  talks to 

Azattyk.
22
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 Dias Beisenbek, Anar Abilda, Syrym Baymukan 

6.10.2013.  A few participants of heat the "Kazakh young people for the healthy way of 

life" detained today in Almaty by policemen. 

According to a youth activist and correspondent of newspaper "Ashyk alan"("Tribune") 

Inga Imanbayeva there is, in ATC of Bostandyk district of Алматы a police delivered nine 

persons that gathered to participate in a heat. Among them there is Dias Beisenbek, Anar Abilda, 

Syrym Baymukan. 

A few days prior to realization of heat his organizer, journalist of newspaper "Ashyk 

alan"("Tribune") Dias Beisenbek in social networks called young almaty residents to join a heat 

and contest thus against smoking, alcoholism and drug addiction. The start of heat was planned 

on Sunday, 6.10.2013, at the Central stadium, to finish his participants had on boulevard Dostyk. 

In duty part of ATC of the Bostandyk district reported to Azattyk that about ten persons 

detained at the Central stadium are delivered in a management. On a question of Azattyk, which 

detention and what prosecutions are related produced to delivered in a police, the police station 

did not answer.
23

 

 

Activists of Committee homeless 

17.10.2013 in 15.30 7 activists of motion of " Kazakhstan homeless committee " were 

delivered to police station of the Karasay district. Protocols of detention did not make up thus. 

Imanbayev was released after 3 hours.
24

 

 

Bahytzhan Toregozhina 

21.10.2013 civil activist Bahytzhan Toregozhina talks to Azattyk, that her e-mail was 

hacked by someone. 

- On Sunday, on October, 20 in 15.07, from my mail by all my acquaintance letters were 

directed. Incomprehensible file. Letter was mailed an about to 200 my acquaintances. Then I 

wrote in Facebook, that did not open letters that will act from my address, - the chairman of 

organization talks "Ar. Ruh. Hak" B.Toregozhina. 

B.Toregozhina remembers, that a few years ago, when organized mass meeting against 

authorities, her mail on Mail.ru and Skype was broken up, and from her name incomprehensible 

files left all acquaintances. 

- Three years back I opened a mailing address on Gmail.com, he was characterized me as 

the most reliable MTA. Such happened first for the last three years, - Toregozhina talks. 

A civil activist supposes that this time her mail to that a difficult password was chosen 

from numbers pell-mell with letters was broken up by reason of her activity. 

- I make a complaint in the UN on offences. Secondly, 19.10.2013 I wrote a statement to 

the special speaker of the UN with a request to interfere in a situation with Esenbek 

Okreshbayev, that 14 days back declared starvation in Astana. On my opinion, our large legal 

work that is conducted at the level of the UN became principal reason of breaking of mail, - 

Toregozhina talks.
25

 

 

Arsen Shakuov 

30.10.2013 Police conducts official investigation in regard to a policeman in Almaty, 

that, according to Arsen Shakuov, attacked him, the official representative of Ministry of Internal 

Affairs of Kazakhstan Nurdila Oraz reported on Wednesday to  news agency News- Kazakhstan. 

"The forensic medical examination is appointed, upon office investigation by results of 

which the issue of attraction to a disciplinary responsibility guilty" will be resolved is made, - 

Oraz told, answering questions of journalists. 
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According to mass media, 28.10.2013 the president of Association of traffic safety Arsen 

Shakuov noticed violation on the road. Having seen the road police officer, the public man 

approached to it with the included cell phone camera and wanted to report to him about it. 

However, according to Shakuov, the guard snatched on it, tried to select the camera and tumbled 

down on the earth. Shakuov was delivered in a hospital, scratches and grazes on hands, probably, 

from falling on asphalt are found in him. Also doctors diagnosed a high pressure and tachycardia 

which could cause a stress for the patient.
26

 

 

Myrky Akpanbetov 

In Zheskazgan city began a trial on a lawsuit Ltd. "ZheskazganEnergoSbyt"  to chairman  

"Aksakaldar alkasy" Umirzak Ospanov, to ex- leader Veteran organization of Zheskazgan Myrky 

Akpanbetov,  and also to chairman "Baikonur" Amanzhol Daukenov. An Energysupplying 

company accuses aksakals of slander, for that they  named them swindlers. Aksakals on behalf of 

public of Zheskazgan city proved long time, that  Ltd. "ZheskazganEnergoSbyt"  by using 

fraudulent schemes, overstating the cost of energy, robbing people. 

Ltd. "ZheskazganEnergoSbyt"  is an energysupplying company of Zheskazgan city, the 

founders of that were former high-up managers of the Fuel and energy complex (ТЭК) 

"Kazakhmys" gentlemen Bukashkin and  Korobovski. Ltd. "ZheskazganEnergoSbyt"  declares at 

short notice, that to these gentlemen they have no relation. And in " Kazakhmys" from them 

disavow, it is said that such people do not work already for them. 

 But public can not be deceived, all know, who stands after this company. 

Another fact, which proves that behind this company there are influential people, it when 

Serik Akhmetov still, being Akim of the Karaganda region, on one of meetings, having listened 

to aksakals, having convinced of an extortionate orientation of Zhezkazganenergosbyt LLP gave 

command to dissolve with them the contract and to involve other operator. But, as we see, 

Zhezkazganenergosbyt LLP is well and on nowadays. 

Earlier already there were oppressions of aksakals, with scandal were brought out of the 

management of Council of veterans of Zhezkazgan. Now 80-year-old aksakals publicly and 

humiliating judge that another nepovadno was. And all because aksakals dared to call Mr. Ogai 

the thief.
27

 

Respected elder of Zhezkazgan city Myrky Akpanbetov accused in a lawsuit LLP 

"Zhezkazganenergosbyt" against veteran guests commented to us on the situation. In 

Kazakhstan, the law is not retroactive, but in their case, it turns all the way around. They 

complained to the authorities, law enforcement agencies about the exorbitant appetite utility 

company in Zhezkazgan, and in the end found themselves in the dock. According to elder, this 

court can not be objective, because no participants in those events. Then head of Karaganda 

region Serik Akhmetov, now Prime - Minister, another former akim of Karaganda region 

Abelgazy Kusainov headed union republic. Since the event had three akim deputy oversaw these 

questions. There is no longer of the two ex-akims of Zhezkazgan Berik Abdigaluly and Baurzhan 

Shingisov, direct participants in those events. It is not known where the ex-senior managers of 

Fuel and energy complex (FEC) "Kazakhmys" - gentlemens Bukashkin and Korobovsky first 

founders LLP "Zhezkazganenergosbyt." Without them it is impossible to consider the survey this 

lawsuit. According to elder, all this business venture to publicly humiliate them.
28

 

In Zhezkazgan City Court held the second day of the trial on the lawsuit LLP 

Zhezkazganenergosbyt "against veteran organizations in the city. At the beginning of the 

presiding judge forbade Zh.Masenov video footage, explaining that he had already called after 

the first trial. He did not say who called him, but noted that the caller was indignant that the first 

day of the trial can be found in the public domain in the internet. On our objection, if process 

open, and this business has public interest, why not to let to conduct a videosurvey, judge 
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Masenov  did not give us   distinct answer. Vice versa, began to threaten to us, asked us, whether 

we executed  his decision, when he obliged us to pay half a million tenge  for our ex- employees. 

The judge Masenov without any investigation, without any proofs satisfied the claim of our ex- 

employees bribed by the authorities. Having mentioned that business which has no relation to 

considered business, the judge Masenov let to us know that if we will behave in this way further, 

he once again will condemn us. But we never were afraid of threats we will do the work further.  

Along the way, elders petitioned that want to adduce a number of articles published in the 

media, criticizing the activities of LLP "Zhezkazganenergosbyt" and its founders. Court 

scrupulously examining these articles, granted the request. 

All acting aksakals asked court to provide the reference from the power supplying 

company as the tariff for the electric power now pays off. Having exactly studied these schemes, 

it is possible to learn why aksakals accuse ―ZhES‖ LLP of fraud. In turn 

―Zhezkazganenergosbyt‖ LLP refuses to provide such information, referring to a trade secret. 

Aksakals insist that all essence of this trial and consists in these roguish schemes. The judge 

Masenov didn't satisfy this petition. Together it he decided to hear the guide of the former power 

supplying operator of Zhezkazgan of JSC ―Gorelektroset‖ at the following meeting. The 

following meeting will take place 25.10.2013.
29

 

 

Press-people  

 

Igor Larra 

16.10.2013. Well-known in Аktobe city a journalist Igor Larra died 12.10.2013. He was 

one of not many workers of the press, that bravely wrote about the problems of region. Native a 

journalist is counted, that he was killed from professional activity, taking advantage of the 

helpless state. 

- At the end of the death wrote the same diagnosis, pancreatic necrosis. But what else 

could write the doctors? Before his death, Igor became better, performance improved at a time, 

we thought that he will recover, he could say to me recently, "I love you" – Igor’s crying widow 

Natalia Kim. 

Close journalist not believe that death was natural, not exclude that Larry "helped" to die. 

- Igor wrote on pressing socio -political issues , criticized the leadership of the region , 

exposing the corrupt , so the enemies he has had enough . I do not exclude that it could help to 

die , it was a holiday , so most doctors rested. No guard at the hospital was not, if you wish there 

could have gotten anyone. Several times I talked to the emergency hospital chief doctor , he 

assured me that everything you need in case of emergency at the hospital there and Igor will be a 

special control, as it turned out , no special control was not , - says Aidos Sadykov .
30

 

Public Association "Dignity" expresses condolences to the family of Igor. 

 

“Ashyk alan” newspaper 

17.10.2013, the Court rejected an appeal by the newspaper "Ashyk alan." Almaty city 

court today upheld the Court of Administrative Affairs to suspend the release of the newspaper 

"Ashyk alan" ("Tribune") for three months for "violation of frequency of publication." In 

addition the court ordered the lower court newspaper owner Asem Almuhametkyzy to pay a fine 

of 100 MCI (173,000 tenge one).
31

 

 

Ekaterina Nazarenko and Olga Vaitovich 

17.10.2013, the Foundation "Legal Media Center" issued a statement in which he said the 

following: 
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 "Three years of prison threaten journalists of the regional weekly "Petropavlovsk kz. " to 

Ekaterina Nazarenko and Olga Vaytovich for an insult and slander. Four complaints are filed a 

lawsuit against them. 

The reason the prosecution served a series of publications "Wolves in sheep's attire," in 

which current rises for grain region theme of the failure of the international contracts of exports 

of flour, which may adversely affect the image of the region and the whole of Kazakhstan. It is 

quite obvious that the topic of public importance: the material caused a great resonance among 

readers. However, two months after the first article to the court by the director of grain 

processing LLP "Demetra", then public figure Tokbergen Abiyev and  widow entrepreneur. All 

they accuse journalists of libel and insult, require to prosecute. 

Newspaper " Petropavlovsk kz. "exists ten years and is one of popular editions in a 

region. There are not large business corporations in the number of her founders, a newspaper 

does not get money from the state budget. Edition exists on the money earned from an 

advertisement and subscription, and the journalist Catherine Nazarenko accused of slander is 

simultaneously an editor-in-chief and co-founder. In case of pronouncement of accusatory 

sentence a newspaper will appear under threat of closing".
32

 

 

The "R-Studio" 

On October 23 to the R-STUDIYa site administrators received the letter from PS Internet 

Company LLP which provides to this resource of service of a hosting arrived. The hosting 

company notifies that they received the letter from RGP "Gostekhsluzhba" of the Ministry of 

transport and RK communications with the requirement to block access to the domain name "R-

STUDIYa" (rstudio.kz). As the basis for the termination of activity of a site of RGP refers to the 

judgment which has come into force about closing "uniform" mass media "Republic". 

As the journalist of "R-STUDII" Oksana Makushina reported, they contacted the chief of 

Service of response to computer incidents of RGP "Gostekhsluzhba" of the Ministry of transport 

and communications of RK on behalf of whom the letter was sent to the hosting company. He 

reported that to them the letter from the Prosecutor General's Office of RK with the copy of the 

judgment on closing "uniform mass media "Republic" arrived. Thus, as Makushina notes, claims 

were that on rstudio.kz materials of the closed editions take place. 

Taking into account that a web-site "R-Studio" has no attitude toward "single to MASS-

MEDIA "Republic" and created after an entry by virtue of decision about closing of "Republic", 

administration of "R-Studio" counts reference of  RSE to the decision of the Medeu court 

Almaty city from 25.12.2012 groundless and illegal. 

We will mark that on the pages of web-site translated and proposed only video data, but 

not newspaper articles. Oksana Makushina supposes that the mention placed on a web-site did 

not please the office of public prosecutor that "R-Studio" is a new project of journalists working 

in "Voice of republic".
33

 

 

Newspaper “ Kazakhstan truth” 

24.10.2013 the appeal board of Almaty city court upheld the resolution of court of the 

first instance concerning the ― Kazakhstan truth‖ newspaper and its editor-in-chief Sharip 

Kurakbayev.
34

 

 

ATTORNEYS 

 

Zinaida Muhortova 

 

30.09.2013 an advocate from Balkhash Zinaida Muhortova  was delivered to Astana for 

passing of judicial examination. 
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And the day before her appeal was considered on a force treatment in a neuropsychiatric 

dispensary yet by a winter 2011 Judges required only ten minutes, to award judgement. 

Consideration of this complaint took place 27.09.2013, thus without participation of  Z. 

Muhortovas  and her representative А. Shormanbayeva. On meeting it was succeeded to get as 

an observer only human right defender and Coalition member on questions of defence and safety 

of human right defender’s, civil activists to Nina Yerkayeva from Karaganda city. On her words, 

an appeal college decreeed to confirm the decisions of previous courts about a force 

hospitalization of  Muhortova in December 2011.
35

 

Medical center of problems of psychical health Astana at once stopped examination 

because of absence of necessary documents. Through about 10 examination recommenced. t 

wasn't allowed to Zinaida to call, but meetings with visitors – civil activists, journalists and 

human rights activists, and also representatives of the international organizations are resolved 

(N. Erkayeva, A. Abdirova, I. Kolov, I. Kakimova, A.Zhanuzakova, N. Nauryzbayev, S. 

Glushkova, R. Akylbekova, Z. Shutova, etc.). First she was contained in a chamber with 4 

women, then she was translated in a two-seater chamber with comforts, and then - again in a 

chamber with 4 women. Any medical preparations Zinaida didn't force to accept, treated kindly. 

01.11.2013 Mukhortova wrote out, behind her there arrived her sister Natalya Abent and 

the employee of Public Association "Dignity" Nurzhan Nauryzbayev. She  stayed in Astana till 

to 04.11.2013, from where left on meeting of appeal board of the Karaganda regional court 

according to its complaint to a judgment Balkhash from 20.08.2013 about its compulsory 

hospitalization. 

 

Igor Novikov 

16/10/2013, the Russian authorities made illegal actions against Kazakhstan lawyers, said 

a member of the Almaty City Bar Alexander Rosenzweig. 

"In dwelling and office of lawyer Igor Novikov (Rosenzweig is the client KazTAG) by 

forces of investigators of inquisitional committee of Russian Federation was produced a search, 

and also is a coulisse bank and another documentation, personal things. The search was carried 

out actually by investigators from Russia within investigated by them "Khodorkovsky's case". 

All database on his clients, all monographs, all computers, all phones was withdrawn. Copies 

didn't remain", -  told А. Rosenzweig at the press conference on Wednesday.  

Thus  А. Rosenzweig explained that the Russian law enforcement agencies accused 

I.Novikov and his wife Elena of lobbying of a humanization of the criminal legislation of Russia 

in Mikhail Khodorkovsky's interests. 

According to А. Rosenzweig, the search was carried out on the basis of the resolution of 

Basman district court Moscow. 

"Most of all revolts that the Kazakhstan financial police executed the resolution on a 

search in I.Novikov's apartment, the citizen of Kazakhstan - notice sovereign state, authorized by 

Basman district court of Moscow! The search was conducted by investigators of the Russian 

Investigative Committee, under the guise of our financial police. That is strictly prohibited by 

our legislation, "- he stressed. Furthermore, A.Rozentsweig said that based on the decision of the 

Basman Court of Moscow, was made seizure of his financial documents. 

"The recess on my, foreign lawyer, accounts, also made on the basis of" Basman 

decision. "I made a recess of all documents in my account. They confiscated all the information 

about my tax liabilities, payments, etc. Was broken law mystery "- said A.Rozentsweig. 

As explained A.Rozentsweig, Medeu Almaty district court dismissed the complaints filed 

by them four, and the opportunity to appeal the decision is available only in city court. 

"Today in the city court will consider my complaint. We are unable to file a complaint in 

cassation and supervisory procedures. That in this situation remains for me?  Only appeal to the 

UN. And I don’t understand who is more of benefit and harm, because it's another to discredit 

our country, of which I am, and about the image that I care, "- he added. 
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In turn the president of the Union of lawyers of Kazakhstan Anuar Tugel emphasized that 

similar actions of law enforcement agencies are violation of the Kazakhstan legislation. 

"Seizure of documents on banking transactions with the lawyer on the case, citing his 

client - a flagrant violation of the law, any orders, contradicting it shall not be enforced in any 

civilized country. In this case not only violated the rights of a lawyer, but also the rights of its 

principals, those he helped, who is not associated with this story. Broken advocacy secret "- he 

said. 
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Maya Blaschenko 

17.10.2013. The Temirtau lawyer and civic activist Maya Blaschenko arrested as a 

suspect in a criminal case, it is accused of attempted fraud. Lawyer says she is being persecuted 

because of civic engagement.  

Head of Consumer Rights Protection Society "Synergy" in Temirtau Maya Blaschenko 

accused of attempted fraud with real estate and causing "bodily harm" policeman. She lawyer, 

worked in city administration. Lawyer Maya connects persecution with her complaints of 

violation of the rights of their clients in the prosecutor's office and a branch of "Nur Otan". 

During the period after consideration of these complaints the search in the apartment and 

M. Blashchenko's office, and even earlier, in September was authorized, it was attracted and 

interrogated as the suspect on a criminal charge. 

17.09.2013 Blaschenko was recognized as a suspect in the art. 325 of the Criminal Code 

"Forgery, production or sale of counterfeit documents, stamps, seals, forms, state awards." In 

early October Blaschenko taken under arrest, first for three days and then for 10 days. In case of 

recognition guilty it is threatened by imprisonment for some years. 

But the M. Blaschenko lawyer suggests that authorities harassed her civic activism, and 

the reason for this was the case of one client. The case is confusing, due to disputes over the one 

apartment. In October last year, this client M. Blaschenko challenged through the courts deal for 

the sale of apartments in Temirtau on the basis of receipts between it and the previous owners. 

Now he himself is accused of trying to take possession of the flat and Maya Blashenkov 

suspected of complicity. 

- Criminal proceedings instituted by forgery though according to the law can only forge 

official documents, and not released - said Elizabeth Akhmetov. 

The lawyer Akhmetova says that in the brought charge is told that else heading 

department of control of housing programmes in city akimat in 2009, Blashchenko wanted to 

take control of this apartment. 

Police officers carried out Maya Blashchenko's personal search 4.10.2013 on the street at 

the court building in Temirtau city, from where the woman left and got into the car. At a wheel 

there was her eldest son, on a back seat of the car two her minor children who became witnesses 

of all events sat. 

According to E. Akhmetova, police officers in civil clothes by force pulled out M. 

Blashchenko from the car, forbade to call lawyers. 

- One of employees began to pull out a bag, other employees instructed: "Pull out it by 

hands, for feet, don't stand on ceremony with it". It everything on video was removed by the 

eldest son M. Blashchenko, - E. Akhmetova speaks. 

Police officers, according to the lawyer, claim that Blashchenko bit one of them. The 

lawyer rejects these charges, having told that the police officer "sufficed her for different parts of 

a body, including the person". 

- Maybe, brushed her teeth. Law enforcement bodies have a right to detain and search the 

street people, but when the situation requires it. According to our client, these actions were 

provocative and deliberately planned to make it the basis for her detention. Ostensibly she 

resisted the authorities - says Elizabeth Akhmetov. 
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The same day, a search took place in Blaschenko’s office and apartment. Events moved 

rapidly already. Search in the apartment ended on the night of 10.05.2013, civic activist with an 

increased police. 10.07.2013, was sanctioned arrest for 10 days. 12.10.2013, it was accused of a 

criminal nature, the arrest was extended for two months, said the lawyer E. Akhmetova. 

Department of Internal Affairsof the Karaganda region after detention of the lawyer 

Blashchenko were extended by the message in which it is spoken: "the 40-year-old female 

lawyer actively resisted to a personal search, bit and kicked in a breast of the investigator of the 

Department of Internal Affairs". 

It is claimed that during a search and detention police officers looked for "documents and 

the subjects having evidentiary value on business" about attempt to take control of the apartment. 

Azattyk's correspondent didn't manage to receive the comment in police in the matter of 

the lawyer M. Blashchenko. The investigator of East department the Temirtau city police in 

which is the case, told that he couldn't answer questions. Couldn't tell anything in the matter of 

Blashchenko and in the press service of the Temirtau city Department of Internal Affairs . 

National Bar Association protested against the Temirtau city authorities, considering 

them as a violation of professional secrecy, integrity of the person, premises, home and vehicle 

lawyer M. Blaschenko lawfully carries out its activities in a civil dispute.
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Talgat Safarov 

24.10.2013  Arrest of the known lawyer Talgat SAFAROV to Shymkent stirred up 

lawyer community of the most southern city of the country. Colleagues of the lawyer speak: 

"Talgat sits for that simply did the work and if now we keep silent, tomorrow will come for us". 

Our main goal at this time - Safarov's lawyer, defended Zhandos Torehan’s  interests in 

2007. Six and a half years later Zhandos suddenly remembered that the lawyer to whom he in 

2007 entrusted the destiny, in those times of troubles allegedly brought it to suicide. The fact that 

22.05.2007 Zhandos while in remand prison, swallowed spoons stalks and almost died. Then this 

story is not given value. Nowadays, however, a sudden flash memory Torehana was enough to 

clap Safarova in jail. 

According ot Torehan Talgat repeatedly visited him in jail and passed notes from Bekzat 

Maksat and threats. Say, if Zhandos not take the murder Aliyev, then with him and his family 

violence. 

On a confrontation I ask Torekhan: "Why did you decide that these notes, if they existed 

at all, written or Maksat Bekzatov? They stood signature or handwriting you know these people? 

- The lawyer said Safarov Daulet Baiseitov.- The answer simply cut down me. "No, - Torekhan 

told. - Signatures there weren't, and I didn't know handwriting, but I felt that these notes from 

them". And on such conjectures of this person the consequence builds evidential base of a crime! 

Certainly, those "letters from outside" could become an incontestable proof in business. 

However neither Torekhan, nor the investigator couldn't show them to lawyers. According to 

Zhandos, Safarov burned notes at once after reading in the same place, in a jail. 

- It is impossible to carry by in a pre-trial detention center even a match, - the member of 

regional lawyer board Melisse SEYTJANOV speaks. - On an entrance there is a thorough 

examination of all without exception of visitors, and here directly in the room of meetings, two 

steps away from supervisors, Safarov made fire! Same full absurdity! 

Another discrepancy: Zhandos tried to kill himself, the 22.5.2007, but the order for the 

provision of legal services Safarov received two days after a suicide attempt. Meanwhile, 

without a warrant any lawyer to sideltsem not admit it and immutable rule. 

Shymkent  lawyers amazed by the fact that at first glance to quite ordinary criminal case 

connected metropolitan aces of the Investigative Committee of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of 

Republic of Kazakhstan. 

- Moreover, on interrogations the unknown companion "conducts" process, asking 

questions to Safarov and directing work of the investigator, - the lawyer Bayseitov speaks. - I 
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took an interest in his name, a position and suggested to record the fact of its presence on 

interrogation. "Conductor" answered nothing, left an office, and then again returned. 

To get somebody on the phone of Astana "ponderable" not succeeded, and only in a 

group investigator from South Kazakhstan Department of Internal Affairs Kanat 

DUMCHEBAEV was extremely reticent.  

- 08.10.2013, the court sanctioned the Safarov’s arrest - said Dumchebaev. - He is 

suspected of being forced to give false testimony related to charges of a particularly serious 

crime. Respecting the secrecy of the investigation, no further details. 

This accusation is unfounded and premature confident colleagues arrested lawyer. They 

state: no material evidence of a crime is not, and everything is built only on unsubstantiated 

statements Torehana. 

- Tomorrow, using this circuit, any of us can plant - says lawyer Sapar AMIRTAEV. - 

Any client stipulate us - and we are already behind bars! This is an attempt to point out to all the 

lawyers in their place. I recently acquitted one defendant, and recently received information that 

under me start digging! 

- All of us try to make pocket, - Melisse Seytjanov is indignant. - Process over Safarov 

can become a bridle for control of the most courageous lawyers. According to my data, already 

now some colleagues try in all possible ways to leave from participation in contentious cases 

with such clients as persons involved in Safarov’s business. 

In history about Aliev’s murder, and also in the following after events many dark patches. 

So, two investigators, taking part in investigation of criminal case, perished in an accident. 

Perished from carbon-monoxide fumes blocked in a conflagrant auto well-known advocate from 

Shymkent Nikolay КЕМЕR, that was a Tasymov’s defender. Another is an advocate 

MOLDABEKOV, complicit on business about murder of Aliev, - already three months sits in 

jail, and Zhandos Torehan hides from the world on a secret apartment that is given him within 

the framework of the program the defence of witnesses.
38

 

 

 

Trade union activists 

Murat Mashkenov, Larisa Kharkova, Andrey Bakaev. 

The project of law "On trade unions" outlived a few corrections and three ministers 

already. Present head of Ministry of Labor Tamara Duisenova accelerated the prosecution of 

document, that was liking not Confederation of labour and Confederation of free trade unions. 

Norms of new legal act plunged their leaders in bewilderment. 

According to the new document, labor unions have to be now as it is possible are more 

closely integrated, in an ideal - in general in one federation. The charter and the main activities 

of the trade-union organization will be defined too not independently, and republican 

association. Organizers of a press conference called such approach by monopoly. 

- Will tire out in one labor union as tired out businessmen in "Atameken", - the president 

of Confederation of free labor unions of Kazakhstan Larisa Harkova explained. 

The bill enters a set of new concepts. Some - on the verge of a joke. For example 

"primary trade-union cell". 

Now people understand more, such like a bank cell, and it words from Lenin time, - the 

chief legal inspector of the Almaty union of labor unions the bill "About Labor Unions" made a 

helpless gesture endured already some editings and three ministers. The present head of Ministry 

of Labor Tamara Duysenova accelerated work on the document that was to the taste not to 

Confederation of work and Confederation of free labor unions. Standards of the new legal act 

cast their leaders into bewilderment. 

There are contradictions in the law itself. If Article 4 proclaims equal legal opportunities 

for trade unions, article 12 of the draft set: Republican can only union organization having more 

than half the regions of Kazakhstan. Such a restriction is contrary to the Convention and the 
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number 87 of the ILO and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. But apparently it is of little concern to 

developers. 

By the way, representatives of the International Labour Organization participated in a 

round table on law discussion, but all their remarks were gone in vain - on a site of Federation of 

labor unions of Kazakhstan there were only thankful responses of foreigners about warm 

welcome. 

- For what it? The government is interested to have as little as possible social partners. 

And it is even better - one, compliant, affiliated which won't be to argue with anybody, - Murat 

Mashkenov called things by their proper names, having right there made a reservation: -We don't 

speak about confrontation, we aren't going to climb because of it on barricades, but it is 

impossible to allow such nonsense! This bill doesn't correspond to international law. 

Really, discrepancies dime a dozen. That stand, for example, a ban on foreign financing 

of labor unions (we will notice from themselves - Lenin " primary" returned, and international 

solidarity - on the contrary) or the state registration of labor unions! 

- This is nowhere in the world does not exist! State finds again the whip and yoke for 

undesirables - Outraged Mashkenov. - The charter should already be "scored" in which industry 

you republican trade union memberships. This is called: each hen his perch, and one rooster that 

will command this roost. 

Among other things, the law strengthened the responsibility of trade unions for action - 

including criminal proceedings, if the action deemed "destabilizing." Criteria as it is now 

accepted in the Kazakh laws, utterly blurred. According Bakaeva, articles full of combinations 

such as "may," "could," "as a rule". 

Turning to the few journalists, speakers expressed the hope that their arguments will be 

heard. For its part, they promised to seek adjustments to the law before the adoption in 

parliament - through aides MPs Communist People's Party of Kazakhstan. 

One more "defect", in his opinion, this division of labor unions on a branch sign whereas 

territorial unions are more active and effective.
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Zholdas Tadzhikov and Tlepai Utepov 

In the oil companies "Karazhanbasmunai" in Mangistau again started worsening conflict. 

The fact that this company is the primary trade union organization of independent regional trade 

union "Aktau", and members of the organization Zholdas Tadzhikova and Tlepai Utepov began 

unlawful pressure and threats from the security company. 

Two months ago, members of the primary trade union organization "Aktau", including 

Zh.Tadzhikov and T.Utepov, together with other employees and departments UTT OS 

"Karazhanbasmunai" (created specifically for retired after Zhanaozen events), wrote a letter to 

Akim of  Mangistau region -Alik Aydarbaevu. 

In the letter they asked to deal with these questions: "why the company decided the 

collective agreement without discussion with the workforce?". Especially against the collective 

agreement adopted by the Heads of Rustem Khasenov with the chairman of the "yellow" of the 

regional council of trade unions Sultan Estaevym Mangistau region, which is part of FTURK 

(Federation of Trade Unions of the Republic of Kazakhstan), speaking about 80% of the 

workforce. 

Also working activists brought up such questions: "why the employer doesn't pay holiday 

days for especially harmful conditions? " and "why there is a discrimination on trade-union 

accessory, depriving of privileges of members of independent labor union?" 

By the way, employees of JSC Karazhanbasmunay, and the answer from Akim didn't 

receive area, but learned in a month that their letter is redirected to regional department of work 

and social protection where they were told that else there is a company check. 
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After that, members of the independent trade union wrote a letter to the Director General 

of JSC "Karazhanbasmunay." 

In reply security service of the company accused Zholdas Tadzhikov and Tlepai Utepov 

of promotion of idea of a strike and of an attuning of workers against the management. Security 

service still orally declared that will transfer materials on them to Committee of National 

Security.
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Berdygul Tlemov 

 As expected the regional trade union leaders of the Independent "Aktau", as well as their 

counterparts from other regions guide LLP "South - East Service Group" has moved from words 

to deeds. Yesterday 13.10.2013, the landed "landing" - about 10 people, among whom was 

General Director Andrey Tishchenko and his deputies and assistants, as well as what's interesting 

and not surprisingly chairman of the Regional Council of Trade Unions Kalbai Akhatov. 

As a result of all problems of the company accused the activist of primary trade-union 

organization of labor union of "Aktau" Berdygul Tlemov, in this primary organization more than 

100 people consist. Including in an unauthorized precautionary strike which the head of the 

company refuses to recognize. After such charges and various threats at Berdygul pressure rose, 

and it was taken away by ambulance in hospital. 

In addition it should be noted that Andrey Tishchenko said that refuses to recognize the 

primary trade union organization of the trade union "Aktau" that violates the law of Kazakhstan. 

We conclude the employer provokes social discord as criminal omission authorized state 

agencies. 

  

 

POLITICIANS  

 

Mukhtar Tayzhan 

07.10.2013  the specialized Almaty administrative court  passed the decision to fine 

Mukhtar Tayzhan for participation in protest action against start of the Russian carrier rocket 

"Proton". About 87 thousand tenges (more than 550 dollars) obliged to pay it.
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Vladimir Kozlov 

7.10.2013 On the page on Facebook  Aaliya  wrote that Vladimir Kozlov called. 

According to him, on strange combination of circumstances, almost the next day after the 

previous reprimand was removed, he received the new. Reprimand, according to Aliya, was 

taken out in absolutely formal occasion: "The roll fell on a foot to Volodya in operating time 

heavy chain-link grids, from surprise and pain it swore, for what was at once directed by the 

activist who all this time, in regime department" doesn't depart from it.
42

 

Management Committee of the penal system of MIA RK refused opposition politician 

convicted wife Aliya Turusbekova a request to transfer Vladimir Kozlov in Almaty region 

colony - the place of residence. 

Recall that if you follow the letter of the law, policies, Kozlov had to be immediately sent 

to the colony of Almaty region, but as you know, is working against him is not the law- political 

order. 

As it is reported in the letter signed by the vice-chairman of Committee of the penal 

system Mr. Dzhanibekov, the condemned all term has to arrive to volume establishment where it 

originally directed. As the reason of the translation the illness (Vladimir Ivanovich repeatedly 

asked for medical care, but as one of so-called doctors declared, in prison it isn't accepted to 

complain of health) or safety threat (this "good" round Vladimir Kozlov much and if not the 

close attention from the international community, still isn't known, what methods of "education" 
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to it would be applied) can serve. But neither the first, nor the second Committee of the penal 

system didn't see. 

Well, the fact that the politician's wife is pregnant and soon will not be able to go on a 

date with her husband to distant lands, the authorities do not care. More precisely, this is what it 

looks like, and the payment is made: another way to sophisticated bullying - deprive of visiting 

relatives. 

By the way, in mid-September in response to the request of the portal total. Committee of 

the penal system said that Kozlov may not translate into a colony in the community, because 

there are no empty seats! And almost immediately became clear that the place still is - would 

desire, but this desire in CCES just not.
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24.10.2013 From V. Kozlov want to remove repeatedly a legal cost for trial in Aktau. The 

spouse knew of it from his letter. A. Turusbekova addressed in "Alliance Bank" and received 

official confirmation - everything is paid long ago. It seems that the authorities can't think up 

how still to pressure the disgraced politician who has been already condemned on seven 

imprisonments since excess years. 

In one of Aaliya's last telephone conversations with the husband, Vladimir Ivanovich told 

her that concerning it any claim for 800 000 tenge is submitted. Later already from his letter it 

became clear that it is a question of the legal cost allegedly not paid to them still. 

According to A. Turusbekova, all money was paid long ago. "For payment of this sum 

judicial performers gave me 5 days — she remembers — It was in January, 2013. The sum was 

paid and the receipt on payment gave to judicial performers. But, probably, someone wanted that 

we paid this sum once again".
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Aron Atabek 

25.10.2013 Well-known political prisoner Aaron Atabek (in the world - Aaron Edigei) 

left one of the most violent prisons in Kazakhstan, and is currently in jail Karaganda. He 

convoyed here from so-called "closed" prison Arkalyk. But whether Atabek return to the colony 

in the village Karazhal Karaganda region, where conditions are much easier than in a "closed" 

prison - is unknown. Most of his 18-year term served in Atabey colony Karazhale but twice 

moved as punishment for "misconduct" in Arkalyk prison known as the prison within a prison. 

About that Aron Atabek is in Karaganda, Azattyk was told by the head of the department 

of criminal and executive system of the Karaganda region colonel Kabdrakhman Shotayev. 

Atabek is transported under guard in a pre-trial detention center Karaganda because in the 

Karaganda regional court the complaint to Atabek's further maintenance in prison Arkalyk will 

be soon considered. 

- Now he is in a pre-trial detention center in Karaganda. Both there will be a stage in 

Karazhal, and will leave, – the colonel Shotayev speaks.
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